TC-AF 10/17/19 Agenda
- Roll Call
o Doug, Anibal, Marisa, Cole, Rob, Keith, Eddy, Gordon, CVW, Eric, Frank, Steven Becker
- ACM IH&MMSec Conference. Denver, CO June 22-24, 2020
- AES 146th update (Eddy B.)
o No meeting held (Eddy chaired, no one else present)
o No minutes
- Conferences
o 2019 Porto Wrap-up
§ Description (Anibal F.)
• Check AES Sept issue for summary (thanks Rob)
§ CPC Presentation (Eddy B.)
• Good reviews from AESHQ
o 2021 Proposal - Bozeman, MT
§ Proposed chair, Rob Maher
§ We are looking into holding the next meeting in the US in 2021 at Montana
State University-Bozeman. This site is very attractive for low cost
accommodations and close proximity to the world-renowned Yellowstone
National Park.
§ Bozeman Yellowstone International Airport - BZN
§ Feasibility?
• Jeff wants Training courses before/after
• Gordon wants Market research
• Feedback from Europeans (Gordon R.: not convinced, Annibal F.: would
love to, love nature!, Eddy B: absolutely)
o Luca C.: It would be more difficult than usual honestly, because
the combined flights are crazy expensive. In the end I would still
try my best for coming, since the conference per se is valuable.
But in general I would expect a lower attendance than usual
from people living in Europe, since venues connected with
direct flights are both less expensive and easier to each from
here (I have the luck of being able to go to Frankfurt or Munich
by train, but other attendees would need 3 planes in the best
case).
o Anil A.: Thanks for this email The place looks absolutely
fantastic, so it is certainly very tempting from a personal
perspective. I would love to go to Yellowstone National Park.
Having said that, to bring a group (say 2-3 people + Sponsorship
might prove a bit expensive and a really long flight. I have a
feeling the other europeans might feel that way too. As I said, I
can be persuaded, but this wouldnt be our first choice.
• Feedback from Americans
o Keith: NATIA sees bump up when location is a family destination
(like Yellowstone)
§ Alternate: Denver, CO 2022
• Three years rather than out typical 2 year cycle. AES is fine with that
- Convention workshop/tutorial/panel proposals for May or Oct 2020?

Audio forensics overview – Rob to chair a panel/workshop in Fall 2020, Eddy same for
Spring 2020
Discussion of Emerging Trends
o AI: speaker comparison, and enhancement. Blind source separation. Gunshots?
Shotspotter, deep voice
Discussion of audio from VHS and voice comparison (Marisa D.)
o

-

